Cenozoic evolution of the steppe-desert biome in Central Asia
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The origins and development of the arid and highly seasonal steppe-desert biome in Central Asia, the largest of its kind in the world, remain largely unconstrained by existing records. It is unclear how Cenozoic climatic, geological, and biological forces, acting at diverse spatial and temporal scales, shaped Central Asian ecosystems through time. Our synthesis shows that the Central Asian steppe-desert has existed since at least Eocene times but experienced no less than two regime shifts, one at the Eocene–Oligocene Transition and one in the mid-Miocene. These shifts separated three successive “stable” states, each characterized by unique floral and faunal structures. Past responses to disturbance in the Asian steppe-desert imply that modern ecosystems are unlikely to recover their present structures and diversity if forced into a new regime. This is of concern for Asian steppes today, which are being modified for human use and lost to desertification at unprecedented rates.

INTRODUCTION

The modern Palaeartic steppe is the largest ecoregion of its kind in the world, covering over 10 million km² across the midlatitudes of Eurasia (1). Its massive size and geographic position are instrumental in granting the steppe biome great climatic and ecological relevance, with the steppe-deserts across the Central Asian continental interior having particularly high levels of biodiversity (1–3). This region comprises Mongolia, northern and western China, and western and central (geographic) Tibet (Fig. 1), which all host typical steppes and are characterized by summer-dominated low precipitation and extreme seasonality (1, 2). Together, they form the unique “Central Asian steppe-desert biome,” which is today dominated by C3/C4 xerophilous grasses and herbs belonging to the Poaceae, Chenopodiaceae, and Asteraceae (5–7). This vegetation supports a diverse mammal fauna with a number of regional endemics, including herbivorous burrowing rodents and lagomorphs, migrating wild ungulates, and carnivorous felids, canids, mustelids, and ursids (1, 8, 9). Steppes west of the Tian Shan/Altai mountains are more climatically and florally similar to European and Mediterranean grasslands and are instead termed “Middle Asia” (1, 2). For a full description of how the steppe subregions are delineated, see Materials and Methods.

A markedly different steppe-desert existed in Paleogene times. Ancient Central Asian floras likely already exhibited high biodiversity and spatial variation (10), but overall, they were characterized by a predominance of shrubs, forest, and ferns rather than herbs (5, 11–14). Today, these plant groups form fairly minor components of the steppe-desert flora across this region (1, 7, 15), but how, when, and why this change occurred remain to be revealed. Unfortunately, current Cenozoic records are insufficient for a detailed understanding of the origins and evolutionary history of the steppe-desert’s unique modern biota.

Several driving mechanisms may have contributed to forming present-day Central Asian biotic structures and distributions. It is thought that in response to the India-Asia collision, Tibetan topographic growth and the Eocene retreat of the inland proto-Paratethys Sea (Fig. 2) reduced moisture supply to Central Asia along with the late Oligocene to Miocene uplift of the Pamir and Tian Shan ranges, isolating the Taklimakan sand sea as well as the Tengger and other deserts further eastward [e.g., (16–23)]. Resulting long-term Cenozoic drying of the region may also relate to global cooling, reducing monsoons and the hydrological cycle (16, 24, 25), or the tectonically driven northward motion of the Tibetan region and associated atmospheric circulation systems (26–28). Disentangling the effects of these diverse climatic and geological forces on ecosystem evolution in Central Asia has proven challenging; extended palaeofloral reference sections with reliable age control are rare, hampering interbasinal and global correlation to environmental and climatic archives.

Of particular interest to understand Central Asian ecosystems are major synchronous transitions in vegetation and climate. Such a
transition, leading to the modern steppe biome, has been traditionally hypothesized to have occurred around the 23-Ma Paleogene–Neogene boundary (11, 29–33), although it may well have taken place considerably earlier (10, 34, 35). Its nature and timing have remained largely unexplored because of a lack of well-dated, integrated palaeobotanical datasets. Recently, it has been recognized that the global climate event at the Eocene–Oligocene Transition (EOT) had a major and sudden regional environmental impact associated with aridification, a decrease in temperature, mammal turnover, and pronounced and sudden regional environmental impact associated with aridification.

This extends the age-constrained record of grass pollen in Central Asia to ca. 25 Ma before early Miocene records from northwestern China (40–42) previously considered to be the oldest appearances. This suggests the age-constrained record of grass pollen in Central Asia to ca. 25 Ma before early Miocene records from northwestern China (40–42) previously considered to be the oldest appearances.
Evidence for structure remained relatively consistent until global cooling at the EOT. Despite these temperature fluctuations, vegetational instability (39) followed by a period of late Eocene climatic pronounced cooling event (although not as great as the later EOT interior (39)). These two steps are respectively coeval with subsequent retreats of the proto-Paratethys Sea from the Eocene until the modern day. Colors indicate meters above sea level (m a.s.l.); a low (≤2 km) to moderate (~3 km) elevation characterized Central Asia in the Eocene ([152, 162]; https://map.paleoenvironment.eu/), while a high elevation (~4.5 km) exists in the Tibetan region today. 1, southern Tian Shan; 2 and 3, northern Tian Shan; 4 and 5, Qaidam Basin; 6, Xining Basin; 7, Lanzhou Basin. For details of how palaeogeographic reconstructions were derived, see Materials and Methods; for individual pollen records, see fig. S1.

drier environment in the uplands of eastern Central Asia (Fig. 3). These two steps are respectively coeval with subsequent retreats of the proto-Paratethys Sea that promoted the aridification of the Asian interior (43). The 37-Ma conifer appearance is also linked with a pronounced cooling event (although not as great as the later EOT temperature shift; Fig. 3) followed by a period of late Eocene climatic instability (39). Despite these temperature fluctuations, vegetational structure remained relatively consistent until global cooling at the EOT.

Evidence for biotic collapse at the EOT

The EOT is described as a two-stepped isotopic event in marine records comprising EOT-1 ca. 34.0 Ma, interpreted as mainly cooling, and Oi-1 ca. 33.5 Ma, interpreted as mainly glaciation (44, 45) and reflected in eastern Central Asia by a large drop in carbonate growth temperatures due to both cooling and a reduction in summer precipitation (Fig. 3) (39). Both events can be distinguished in the pollen record: EOT-1 was synchronous with a rapid, large crash in abundance and diversity of the dominant Nitrariaceae-Ephedraceae shrubs (from two-thirds to half of the pollen sum), while conifer pollen (Pinaceae) increased markedly in both abundance and diversity (Fig. 3). Temperate broad-leaved forest pollen also increased slightly but, unlike the conifers, showed no increase in diversity (39). The above vegetation trends continue through Oi-1 and into the early Oligocene, when the formerly dominant shrubs virtually disappeared from the landscape. The xerophytic herbs, which dominate cold-temperate environments in Central Asia today (6, 7), did not increase at all over the EOT nor in the early Oligocene (Fig. 3) despite the shrub disappearance as well as a precipitation drop suggested by clumped isotopes (39) and climate model simulations (46).

In other rare Oligocene palynological sites from Central Asia, xerophytic herbs also remained at comparatively low proportions of the Oligocene vegetation, despite sedimentological evidence indicating a shift to a drier climate (13, 38, 47). Further to the south, the shrub disappearance remains undocumented: Latest Paleocene to late Oligocene fossil biota from central Tibet (southern Central Asia) instead indicate substantial topographic variation thathosted tropical/subtropical forests in valleys to mixed coniferous-broadleaved forest in highlands (48–52). This region is now alpine steppe (Fig. 1), revealing that central Tibet only became part of the interior Asian steppe-desert biome sometime in the Miocene. The EOT and Oligocene thus remain poorly documented periods for the Central Asian steppe, but to date, known vegetation shifts in the interior of Central Asia are consistent with previous studies from late Eocene and early Oligocene sections documenting conifer taxa in the peripheral mountains, broad-leaved deciduous woodland on slopes and in river valleys, and xerophytic shrubs dominating lower-altitude valley basins (5, 12, 14, 17, 38). This illustrates the complexity of the topographic relief in eastern Central Asia at this time, supporting the view that an extensive high plateau only formed in this region later (52).

The pollen record in eastern Central Asia thus incorporates a multitude of plant taxa that coexisted in different parts of the environment; accordingly, there was probably no direct competition and replacement of the dominant shrub group by conifers over the EOT. Rather, the large increase of arboreal pollen in the record likely reflects a decrease of vegetation cover at lower altitudes, which is supported by various lines of evidence from other proxies.

First, climate model simulations (see Materials and Methods) for eastern Central Asia over the EOT predict a doubling of bare soil proportion [20 to 50%, Fig. 4C (III)] in the NE Tibet area and a marked increase of conifers in the surrounding northern regions (up to 40 to 60% increase in the Turgai area) as well as over the Tibetan region [Fig. 4C (IV)]. These climatic changes over the EOT are associated with cooling of ~9°C [Fig. 4C (I)] along with a drop of cold month mean temperature (CMMT) below freezing (table S2) and a decrease in mean annual precipitation (MAP) by ~25 to ~50% [from ~500 to ~250 mm/year; Fig. 4, A (II) to C (III)]. Conifers (gymnosperms) can outcompete deciduous angiosperm trees under these conditions (53, 54), which could explain the rapid diversification of Pinaceae in the eastern Central Asian pollen record. The role of the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration (pCO₂) drop over the EOT (55, 56) appears less important than temperature. Tropical conifers are more responsive to atmospheric pCO₂ than tropical angiosperms, showing improved growth and water use efficiency under higher CO₂ (57). Despite this, conifers have demonstrated range expansions during cooler periods with lower atmospheric pCO₂ (57), as is observed in Central Asia (Fig. 3). In addition to the large expansion of conifers (Fig. 3) and climate simulations for the region suggesting...
CMMT below freezing (Fig. 4), Climate Leaf Analysis Multivariate Program (CLAMP) analysis on fossil leaves from the Qaidam Basin also indicates near-freezing (1.4° ± 3.5°C) winters in the early Oligocene (12).

Second, analyses of the fossil record of Central Asian mammal biota (Fig. 3) illustrate the pronounced faunal turnover and notable decrease in body size across the EOT known from studies in Mongolia and northwestern China (36–38, 58). This turnover, from perissodactyl-dominant Eocene faunas to rodent/lagomorph-dominant Oligocene faunas, suggests an environment that could support significantly reduced vegetation biomass after the EOT and would thus have favored smaller mammals.

Third, modern studies of sparsely vegetated, cold, and arid areas from sites at a wide elevational range across Eurasia (7, 59–62) demonstrate that pollen records from these areas contain an inflated component of wind-transported arboreal pollen, similar to what is observed in NE Tibet over the EOT. Accordingly, all data (Figs. 3 and 4) point toward a shift to a more open, seasonally arid environment, with an altered precipitation regime and winter freezing in eastern Central Asia over the EOT.

**A REGIME SHIFT AT THE GREENHOUSE TO ICEHOUSE TRANSITION**

"Catastrophic regime shifts" are documented from a range of ecosystems: They involve a marked shift from one ecosystem state to another and can occur either because of a sudden large external impact or gradual smaller changes that continue until a critical threshold is reached (63). All evidence shows that the EOT is concurrent with a marked regime shift in the Central Asian steppe-desert, involving the most pronounced environmental changes in the Cenozoic. Was this regime shift the result of a single large event (i.e., a rapid decline in atmospheric temperature and pCO₂) or did it combine with more gradual changes in the Eocene [climatic fluctuations (39), aridification (16, 43, 64), and/or tectonic activity (52, 65)] that eroded ecosystem resilience until the maximum threshold was reached at the EOT?

**Role of the proto-Paratethys Sea retreat before the EOT**

The extended Eocene record (Fig. 3) is ideally placed to answer this question. In the Central Asian continental interior, the EOT was preceded by long-term sea retreat of the proto-Paratethys Sea from Eurasia, which was driven primarily by tectonism [e.g., (43)] modulated by stepwise sea level drops as global temperatures declined leading to the growth of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (16, 19). Over time, sea regression removed a major source of moisture from the Asian interior, and this drying trend particularly intensified stepwise in relation to sea regressions ca. 40 and 37 Ma (19, 43, 64, 66), placing vegetation under increasingly limited moisture restrictions from the middle–late Eocene. Global cooling as well as continuing north- and southward outward growth of the northern and central Tibetan Highland in the Eocene (26, 28, 65, 67) may also have contributed toward long-term aridification in the continental interior (22, 64), but the pollen record shows that vegetation response to proto-Paratethys Sea regressions was more substantial: After the 40- and 37-Ma regressions, halophytic and xerophytic shrubs (Nitrariaceae and Ephedraceae)
comprised a far greater proportion of the steppe vegetation, while broad-leaved tree and other angiosperm diversity was immediately much reduced (Fig. 3). This response is also observed in other Central Asian basins including Tarim and Qaidam, although dating is less well constrained (12, 68, 69). This “aridification pathway” in response to the drying of the Tarim Basin after the final proto-Paratethys Sea regression is also clear from our modeling results [Fig. 4C (III)] with the development of a band of increased bare soil fraction at 40°N along the westerlies pathway. Through sensitivity experiments (testing the effect of an atmospheric pCO₂ drop only versus a pCO₂ drop and sea level retreat), the aridification of this region can be attributed unequivocally to the sea level change (fig. S2).

**Reaching the threshold for a permanent shift at the EOT**

Before the EOT, we hypothesize that Nitrariaceae-Ephedraceae shrub vegetation endured late Eocene aridification and cooling in the
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**Fig. 4. Late Eocene and early Oligocene climate simulations for Central Asia.** The Xining Basin in NE Tibet is indicated by a black circle. Simulations show (I) mean annual temperature (MAT), (II) mean annual precipitation (MAP), (III) bare soil proportion, and (IV) conifer proportion for (A) the late Eocene, (B) the early Oligocene, and (C) changes over the EOT [expressed as Oligocene minus Eocene in degrees Celsius (C-I) and percent (C-II, C-III, and C-IV)]. All anomalies are obtained through a Student’s t test and are significant at 95% confidence. Topography is represented by thick contours (each 1000 m of elevation). Thin numbered contours refer to each plot shading. In (C-II), the white area represents persistent arid zones in simulations (<300 mm/year).
same way as modern arid systems. In water-limited environments today, existing vegetation is known to endure by modifying the abiotic environment in a self-beneficial manner that promotes further plant growth: This includes decreasing runoff and concentrating local moisture and nutrients in the topsoil, reducing albedo and soil evaporation, preventing erosion, and increasing regional rainfall (70, 71). Alternative stable ecosystem states (i.e., vegetated or nonvegetated) can thus occur over a range of precipitation levels because of this feedback loop, and accordingly, once vegetation patches are lost, they cannot easily reappear (72). These “islands of fertility” are essential for dryland ecosystem structure and functioning, but once an aridity threshold is reached, saprotrophic fungi—key in maintaining vegetation patches—decrease rapidly (73, 74). Aridity is a primary mechanism of steppe desertification in Central Asia today [e.g., (75, 76)], particularly in high precipitation-limited steppe-deserts where *Nitraria* and *Ephedra* exist under MAP of typically <100 mm (11). Beyond aridity values of 0.8 [calculated as 1 – (precipitation/potential evapotranspiration)], severe declines in plant cover and plant diversity, major species turnover, and exponential increases in albedo are observed in modern drylands (73). This is consistent with available evidence of major ecosystem changes at the EOT (Figs. 3 and 4).

At the EOT, our synthesis indicates a regime shift in Central Asia that was unidirectional in nature, meaning that once ecosystems had shifted into new and locally stable “equilibria,” they did not return to their former biotic configurations. Pollen and mammal records (Fig. 3), as well as climate simulations (Fig. 4) all indicate that rapid cooling and increased seasonal aridity at the EOT caused a widespread loss of shrub biomass, thinning plant density, and likely a loss of plant diversity as well (although this remains to be demonstrated with molecular and pollen records). Lower-elevation landscapes would have become virtually barren, and only the vegetated peripheral mountain slopes provided palynological input. This represented a catastrophic shift to a new environmental state, previously recognized in the sedimentological record as a change from a “wet” desert with ephemeral saline lakes and mudflats within the basins, to a more arid desert with no lakes in many parts of Central Asia (16, 64, 77, 78). A drop in atmospheric \( pCO_2 \) would have decreased water use efficiency, thus enhancing the effect of increased aridity (57). An atmospheric \( pCO_2 \) drop could also have played an important role in differential survival of Asian plant species over the EOT, which requires further investigation.

A general lack of vegetation cover would have stripped soils of their physical protection from wind, sun, and runoff, leading to extensive erosion, crust formation, and soil evaporation. Therefore, environmental conditions (temperature, precipitation, seasonality, atmospheric \( pCO_2 \), substrate, and soil biotas) fundamentally changed over the EOT, and despite temperature (39) and moisture (13, 79) amelioration in the early Oligocene, water concentration in the topsoil could have been too low for seedlings to recolonize lower-altitude steppe-desert landscapes. Accordingly, vegetation would have been restricted to higher elevations with orographically derived moisture, consistent with pollen records comprising mainly arboreal pollen after the EOT (Fig. 3). Tectonic activity since the late Eocene created appropriate esocspace for conifers to expand at higher altitudes (12), but shifts coincident with Oi-1 glaciation are too sudden to be linked with tectonically driven altitudinal changes rather than cooling (39). In the high-resolution record for the EOT in the Xining Basin, sufficient age control enables the observed changes to be correlated with established climatic events in the marine realm and thus to be distinguished from tectonism (16). Widespread loss of vegetation cover at lower altitudes would have further decreased regional precipitation and increased albedo, perpetuating and possibly even amplifying cooling as observed in our temperature records at 37 Ma and the EOT (Fig. 3).

**Impact on mammal biota**

In turn, these large-scale palaeoenvironmental changes were likely responsible for the major, abrupt shift in Central Asian mammal biotas at the EOT termed the Mongolian Remodelling (36, 37). This event was essentially synchronous with the European Grande Coupure in western Eurasia, and notably, both turnovers favored smaller rodent- and lagomorph-dominated communities at the expense of larger mammals (37, 38, 80, 81). This has been attributed primarily to climate change creating more open, seasonal environments with lower resource availability across Eurasia, which would have exerted selective pressure on body size (82). Pronounced environmental changes in Central Asia support this argument, as does floral turnover from EOT reference sections in England (80), France (83), and Spain (81).

It is remarkable that the Mongolian Remodelling and Grande Coupure appear to have been synchronous and similar in nature, despite the very different floras in Central Asia and Europe both before and after the EOT. While Asian vegetation was already dominated by xerophytic, arid-adapted shrubs before the EOT (Fig. 3), Europe hosted predominantly more humid, paratropical/subtropical evergreen, and warm-temperate mixed forests in the late Eocene (84) [although many southwestern European floras from this period have xeromorphic leaves (85)]. Over the EOT, greater aridity and frost in Central Asia promoted the spread of cool-temperate conifers (Fig. 4), which are poorly digested by mammals, can contain toxic compounds, and generally comprise low foliar nutrition compared to angiosperm tree taxa (86). In contrast, subtropical evergreen and mixed forests remained common in Europe during the early Oligocene (84), representing better food resources for mammals. Rodents have been found to use conifers as a food source (particularly the seeds) more effectively than browsing ungulates (87, 88), but it is unknown whether these dietary preferences would also have applied in the Oligocene. Furthermore, the Mongolian Remodelling probably did not involve direct competition between large and small mammals for food resources, while dynamics of the Grande Coupure may have been influenced through the arrival of Asian immigrants (36) who would have been preadapted to feeding on more xerophytic vegetation already in the Eocene. However, if this did occur, then timing of the events suggests that Asian taxa likely originated from pre- as opposed to post-Mongolian Remodelling faunas (37).

Although the dynamics of these faunal extinctions require further clarification, it is clear that in Central Asia, lophodonthy (hard elongated molar ridges) and hypsodonty (high-crowned molars) were already developed in Oligocene primary consumers including ochotonid lagomorphs, ruminant artiodactyls, and rodents (36), the latter of which display dental microwear patterns comprising primarily fine scratches (89). These dentary patterns are linked to exploitation of silica-rich or lower-quality resources (e.g., fibrous, old, or woody plant material) and/or additional intake of extraneous grit or soil and were previously thought to correlate with the development of grasslands [see discussion in (40)]. However, faunal hypsodonty is now used as a proxy for open and dry habitats generally (40), and high hypsodonty in Asia thus reflects the increased abrasiveness of
vegetation that developed over the EOT, as well as possibly increased soil erosion, and feeding at or below ground level (90, 91). Increased levels of hypsodonty are commonly linked to a lowering of primary productivity, such as is found in seasonally or permanently arid and/or cold climates (82). Therefore, high levels of hypsodonty throughout the Miocene in Central Asia (90) reinforce palynological evidence for a dry belt across Asian midlatitudes that persisted from the early to early late Miocene (92).

FROM OLIGOCENE DESERT (PHASE 2) TO MIOCENE HERB STEPPE (PHASE 3)
Oligocene and early Miocene lowland deserts
The pollen record shows that the shrubs Nitrariaceae and Ephedraceae comprised the major component of the steppe-desert flora before the EOT. Subsequently, these shrubs either were absent from regional records or remained at comparatively low levels (Fig. 5), suggesting that they never recovered their former position of ecological prominence in Central Asia. However, shrub demise at the EOT was not a result of direct competition or replacement by herbs, which only began to consistently form significant components of Central Asian ecosystems 20 Ma later (see below). These data, together with mammal records (Fig. 5) (36, 89, 90, 92), provide further support for widespread Oligocene and early Miocene aridity in Central Asia through a trend toward less representation of local (basinal) taxa, as overall vegetation cover at lower altitudes remained minimal. Instead, records are dominated by downslope transport of arboreal pollen from the lower montane vegetation belt (during phase 2; Fig. 5).

This interpretation differs from previous studies not recognizing the dominance of the downslope component and thus inferring a humid climate and the onset of steppe in parts of Central Asia from forest-dominated pollen records with the appearance of herbaceous components around the Paleogene–Neogene boundary [e.g., (11, 29, 30, 33, 93–95)]. These changes are coeval with the onset or reactivation of tectonic uplift of the Pamir, Tian Shan, Qilian Shan, and other Tibetan ranges (20, 96), which forced orographic rainout and amplified a vegetational gradient that had already become established in the late Eocene: semiarid woodlands on slopes and in river valleys, but little vegetation occupying arid intermontane basins.

Fig. 5. The triphase Cenozoic history of the Central Asian steppe-desert biome. Vegetation changes are illustrated by a composite pollen record over the last ~43 Ma (B), within the context of global climate variation (A) and linked to net diversification rates of Central Asian mammalian communities (C). Extant Asian deserts are used as ecoregion analogs (D) for each ecosystem phase (E) and illustrated by natural view [left; images from Landsat 8 OLI (Operational Land Imager), https://glovis.usgs.gov/] and hyperspectral (right) normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) models of the (1) Gurbantunggut Desert, (2) Taklimakan Desert, and (3) Jinghe mountain–desert ecotone. Atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration (pCO₂) is based on a LOESS (locally estimated scatterplot smoothing) fit through data from various proxy methods (163), enveloped by a 95% confidence interval in light gray. Global climate is represented by a nine-point moving average through the benthic foraminifera δ¹⁸O record of Cramer et al. (166). For individual pollen records, see fig. S1; for statistical support of the three ecosystem phases, see fig. S3.
However, early Miocene uplift of these ranges was not sufficient to cause the spread of prominent herb-dominated steppes that would only happen millions of years later, from the mid- to late Miocene onward, ca. 15 Ma (Figs. 5 and 6) (97–103). This suggests that following such extended dry conditions since the EOT, combined with a lack of positive feedback mechanisms from existing vegetation to promote new plant growth (as discussed in the previous sections), other drivers besides enhanced topography were necessary to enable the reestablishment of vegetation biomass (and spread of the herbs) across Central Asian landscapes. These global to local climatic, geological, and biological drivers of ecological changes, combined to set in motion the turnover from a shrub- to herb-dominated biome in Central Asia, which we explore in the next section.

Emergence of the modern herb-dominated steppe biome

In Central Asia, molecular phylogenies of the angiosperm flora indicate that the steppe-desert ecosystem has served as an evolutionary cradle for herbaceous genera since the early Oligocene (32). Yet, there is a far longer time lag between the diversification and dominance of herbs, including grasses, in Central Asia (Fig. 5) compared to habitats across Eurasia and North America (40, 102, 104). While Asian semi-arid and open habitats have hosted grasses in Central Asia since at least the middle Eocene (Fig. 3), widespread grass expansions did not occur before the mid-Miocene (Fig. 6). This extends the delay between taxonomic and ecological radiation of the C3 grasses in Central Asia to at least 30 Ma, compared to ca. 10 Ma in other parts of the Eurasian steppe biome (40).

In the Asian steppe-desert, grass presence first rises to prominence at ~15 Ma, followed by a further increase at ~7 Ma (Fig. 6), the latter coinciding with the global rise of the grasses (40, 105, 106). Notably, there is a larger and earlier spread of grasses in eastern Central Asia, while in western Central Asia, the grasses do not have a meaningful presence in the fossil record until ~7 Ma (Fig. 6). Such variation is not recognized in the abundances of Nitrariaceae and Ephedraceae, which in none of the basins reappear to the high levels of the late Eocene (6, 97–101, 103, 107–110).

The remarkable geographic difference in the spread of grasses from east to west is most likely related to environmental moisture differences in these alpine and temperate steppe environments. In western Central Asia, the dominant xerophytic herbs from the late Miocene onward are Chenopodioideae and Artemisia (fig. S1), suggesting that arid steppe-deserts and deserts were prevalent across this region. In contrast, the higher presence of grasses in eastern Central Asia indicates alpine and temperate steppe environments, which are comparatively higher in environmental moisture. This is in accordance with the eastern sites mostly being situated at higher elevations than those in the west since the Miocene (Figs. 2 and 6). It is also consistent with a strong east–west moisture gradient observable today in Central Asia (111), reaching most of the eastern sites (except 4 and 5 in the Qaidam Basin, Fig. 6) but not the western sites. A moisture driver is also suggested by the early grass emergence in the east ca. 15 Ma, coeval with the mid-Miocene climatic optimum (MMCO) that notoriously enhanced Asian monsoons (112).

Note that grasses (Poaceae) can be used as a proxy for moisture in the Central Asian steppe-desert. In the modern and Holocene steppe-desert, Poaceae together with Artemisia (Asteraceae) generally dominate more humid habitats (alpine/temperate grass steppe), while Chenopodioideae together with Asteraceae prefer more arid habitats (temperate/alpine/gobi deserts and desert-steppes; Fig. 1) (7, 61). Modern ecological preferences of these dominant steppe-desert taxa probably would have been similar in the Neogene because (i) Global temperatures were cooling by the late Miocene (~11.6 to 5.3 Ma) to approach modern levels (Fig. 5); (ii) atmospheric pCO2 concentrations were likely only moderately higher compared to preindustrial values [between ~450 and 550 parts per million (ppm) even in the MMCO; (113)]; and (iii) by the early Miocene, moderate to high elevations were starting to develop across much of the Tibetan and NW Chinese regions (Fig. 2).

Impact on mammals

After the crisis at the EOT, mammal diversity records a singular event at the Paleogene–Neogene boundary but is largely unaffected by the
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**Fig. 6. The ecological rise of grasses across the Central Asian steppe-desert.** This occurred gradually but was more restricted in the west (A) compared to the east (B). References for pollen data are as follows: (1) Zhang and Sun (108); (2) Sun et al. (97); (3) Sun and Zhang (103); (4 and 5) Miao et al. (107), Cai et al. (109), Koutsodendris et al. (6), and this study; (6) Li et al. (110); (7) Hui et al. (99); (8) Hui et al. (98); (9) Liu et al. (100); and (10) Ma et al. (101).
emergence of the herb-dominated steppe in the mid-Miocene ca. 15 Ma (Fig. 5). Although geographic coverage and chronology needs improvement, the interval between ca. 7 and 4 Ma is broadly concurrent with a high mammal turnover and associated immigration of regional faunas into northern China linked to a poorly defined “humid phase” (97, 114, 115). This is reflected in our data by two drops in net diversification: the first at 7 Ma indicating decline of the Miocene mammalian community, followed by a second, larger drop at 5 Ma and subsequent recovery in the late Pliocene ca. 4 Ma (Fig. 5). It is well documented that Plio-Pleistocene climatic fluctuations had considerable effects on shaping the present distributional ranges and genetic diversity of Asian floras and faunas [e.g., (116)], but by this time, dominance of the herb group was firmly established within Central Asia. Subsequent dynamics within plant communities were driven primarily by glacial events, seasonal shifts in precipitation, and monsoonal variability (6, 97, 103, 107, 109), which all likely combined to give rise to mammalian extinctions in the Pleistocene (Fig. 5). Although the Neogene thus records several geographically diachronous faunal and floral changes, these did not all occur simultaneously as the result of a regime shift that can be constrained to a single point in time, such as at the EOT (Fig. 5).

**Drivers of Neogene Recovery to Modern Steppe-Desert**

**Mountain uplift**

By the Miocene, regional tectonics and localized topography had created a highly varied landscape across the steppe-desert, with the Tibetan region (eastern Central Asia; Fig. 1) in particular serving as a center for plant diversification since at least the early Miocene [e.g., (3, 117)]. Molecular phylogenetic analyses reveal that diversification in both the alpine biome [e.g., (3, 118)] and steppe-desert lowlands (119–121) occurred during the mid- to late Miocene, which appear to be driven mainly by cooling and progressive aridity, respectively. This may be related to the generalized northward expansion of the Tibetan Highland and mountain ranges in the vicinity, including uplift of the Tian Shan, Pamir, Kunlun, and Qilian Shan-Nan Shan (122, 123). This would have generated orographic rain shadows that appear to have modified precipitation patterns across relatively short distances during successive phases of orogeny (18). Although elevated parts already existed in remote northern and south-central Tibet in the late Eocene and Oligocene (12, 17, 52), further Miocene topographic growth of local ranges would also have increased the number of altitudinal climatic belts (ranging from alpine to lowlands), thus promoting local species richness and differing species compositions at regional scale [(3) and references therein].

**Asian monsoons and westerly moisture**

The expansion of herb-dominated steppes appears strongly correlated to increased moisture levels in Central Asia (Fig. 6), which is further substantiated by the characteristic moist steppe ecospace occupied by the Poaceae today (see the previous section). In Central Asia during the Neogene, moisture may be related to the combined effects of mountain building and climate changes expressed regionally as the Asian monsoons or westerlies (124, 125). The initial expansion of herb steppes at ca. 15 Ma in the east (Fig. 6) coincided in time with the MMCO and linked intensification of the Southeast Asian monsoons (10, 126). Although the Miocene records a strengthening of the Asian monsoons in response to general growth of the Himalaya-Tibetan orogen [e.g., (127)], a causal relationship is difficult to establish because of controversial estimates on the timing of monsoon intensification and plateau growth since at least the early Miocene [e.g., (128)].

Westerly moisture certainly affected herb steppe expansion, as it constitutes the dominant Central Asian moisture source of the western sites and probably also contributed to the eastern sites (Fig. 6). It is now generally accepted that this moisture source was controlled by uplift of the Tian Shan and Pamir orographic barriers established since the mid-Miocene (18, 108, 129). This explains why the Tarim Basin/southern Tian Shan (locality 1; Fig. 6) never displays a meaningful grass presence, whereas the Junggar Basin/northern Tian Shan (locality 2; Fig. 6) records grasses from 7 Ma (locality 3 is also in the northern Tian Shan but higher upslope; thus, it received mainly arboreal pollen and does not record a meaningful grass presence either; Fig. 6). However, there is no particular uplift expressed regionally in these mountain ranges that could explain the shift at 7 Ma, thus requiring alternative potential driving mechanisms.

**C₄ photosynthetic pathways**

Direct estimates of C₄ vegetation proportions in Miocene Central Asia with good age control remain lacking, but we hypothesize that the mid-Miocene radiation of herbs in central Asia could also have been partly enabled by the C₄ photosynthetic pathway. This evolutionary innovation improves water use efficiency under low levels of atmospheric pCO₂ in hot, open, and seasonally dry/saline environments, where photorespiration is particularly high in C₃ plant species (105, 130, 131). Specifically in the semi-arid Central Asian region, C₄ vegetation appears to be favored by increased warm-season rainfall and higher temperatures (111, 132). Humid conditions are documented in several records [e.g., (18, 79, 92, 98, 99, 103, 107, 133, 134)] during the MMCO (16.8 to 14.7 Ma; (112)], the timing of which coincides with the presence of C₄ vegetation extrapolated from soil and tooth enamel δ¹³C records in northern China, associated with an intensified summer monsoon (115).

Together, these data suggest that wetter conditions in parts of Central Asia, combined with declining atmospheric pCO₂, may have assisted C₄ grasses and herbs such as the Chenopodioideae to spread across the landscape (Fig. 6) (132), marking the transition from phase 2 to phase 3 (Fig. 5). Increased moisture levels during the MMCO would have been sufficient to reestablish a sufficient vegetation biomass: islands of fertility that could endure late Miocene aridity by means of a positive feedback loop [discussed in the previous sections; (70, 71)]. After the MMCO, conditions became more arid, seasonal, and atmospheric pCO₂ dwindled (Fig. 5), and a second expansion of grasses and other herbs at 7 Ma occurred in both western and eastern Central Asia (Figs. 5 and 6). This second expansion is consistent with the global spread of C₄ grasses starting in the late Miocene (40, 105, 106); however, the dominant plant/grass species in grasslands today are tightly clustered within particular clades. This implies that characteristics besides the C₄ pathway played a role in their rise to dominance, which remains an unanswered question (40, 131).

**Modern Ecoregion Analogs**

Changes in vegetation, faunal composition, and climate indicate three distinct phases in the Cenozoic evolution of the Central Asian steppe-desert biome (Fig. 5): (i) warm shrub steppe-desert from the
middle Eocene, (ii) temperate desert/forested uplands from the EOT to the mid-late Miocene, and (iii) cold-temperate herb steppe from the mid-late Miocene until the modern day. Statistical analyses (figs. S1 and S3) indicate that phases 1, 2, and 3 differ significantly from each other in terms of floral assemblages, with phase 1 being dominated by Ephedra and Nitraria and phase 2 by high amounts of Pinus. The vegetational assemblage of phase 3 overlaps with the Holocene and modern vegetation of the region, and both are defined by Artemisia (Asteraceae), Poacea, Chenopodiaceae, and Cyperaceae: These are the key taxa in the modern herb steppe (Fig. 1).

Vegetation cover in these three phases can each be linked to a modern ecoregion analog using normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) models of extant Asian steppe-deserts (Fig. 5 and tables S3 and S4). Compared to today, vegetation cover during phase 1 of the desert-steppe biome was similar to modern wet deserts like the Gurbantunggut, which hosts a relatively high proportion of plant biomass for such a precipitation-limited environment (Fig. 5 and table S4). This is achieved through low-lying islands of fertility between the sand dunes that trap runoff water and nutrients from the surrounding unvegetated land, leading to pronounced self-organizing spatial patterns such as tiger bush [Fig. 5 (1)] (63, 70, 72). During phase 2, vegetation density in valley basins would have dropped to lower levels as in the modern Taklimakan Desert (table S4), with high areas of biomass only directly surrounding water bodies or along the flanks of the basin at higher elevations [Fig. 5 (2)]. Because of regional topographic growth, new elevation-dependent ecological zones were created during phase 3, and vegetation cover became more variable than the previous phases. This resembles the modern Jinghe mountain–desert ecotone (Fig. 5 (3) and table S4), which incorporates a number of vegetation belts that display a vertical gradient from full coverage (mountain grassland above the treeline) to no coverage (low-elevation deserts).

The above three successive phases, or "stable states," that existed in the Central Asian steppe-desert were separated by two regime shifts, one at the EOT and one in the mid-Miocene. Although the dynamics of these shifts differed, both caused large-scale and irreversible ecosystem changes in the arid lands of Central Asia. On the basis of these past transitions to a new stable state (with very different biotic structures and distributions to the previous state), our synthesis suggests it unlikely that the modern steppe-desert will recover its present environmental configuration if forced into a new ecosystem phase by current anthropogenically induced global changes.

Climate model predictions, experimental studies, and recent climate records (135–140) point toward Central Asia becoming one of the hottest and driest regions on the planet in the near future. Major predicted changes include (i) highly reduced vegetation cover and rapid, severe species losses; (ii) increased precipitation variability; and (iii) widespread desertification and erosion generating elevated dust emissions. This new hyperarid desert phase would resemble that of the Oligocene–early Miocene (phase 2), with negative implications for future Asian biodiversity and human well-being.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our review illustrates that in a chorological-climatic sense, the Central Asian steppe-desert originated at least in the early–middle Eocene, but ecologically and physiognomically, it has evolved significantly from its early existence until the present day. The comparison of Paleogene and Neogene datasets shows that the “modern” herb-dominated Central Asian steppes have a relatively recent geological origin that is closely related to both topographic growth in the Tibetan region and Mio–Pliocene cooling. The initial late Miocene spread of herbs was made possible by tectonic, atmospheric, and climatic changes that created favorable microhabitats for floral exploitation, possibly combined with the evolution of new environmental niche tolerances in some C3 herbs. However, colder temperatures limit the abundance of C4 species across the Eurasian steppes today, on a northwest to southeast temperature gradient associated with summer monsoon penetration (104, 111, 133), and this begs the question of precisely when C3 grasses became dominant across the Central Asian steppes.

Our synthesis has enabled the development of three major insights that can guide future work on Cenozoic ecosystems in Central Asia:

1. A unique shrub biome emerged in the Eocene steppe-desert, dominated by relatively rare or poorly represented taxa today (Ephedra and Nitraria). These plant families thus have a rich history that would have remained unknown if not for the palynological record (molecular phylogenies do not reveal the extent of their previous diversity), but further work is needed to understand their collapse in the latest Eocene and why they never again became common across the steppe-desert.

2. The EOT appears to have been the major determiner of steppe evolution in interior Asia, but data gaps and palynological records preserving few lowland taxa (being dominated instead by upslope arboreal pollen) mean that the Oligocene steppe remains an enigma for the present. In turn, the origins and drivers of structure and regime shifts in the drylands of Central Asia are still poorly understood. Future research should target localities that can improve our understanding of ecosystems before and after the EOT—particularly with regard to precipitation changes, which could help to elucidate the shrub-to-herb turnover in the steppe-desert environment.

3. The ecological radiations of herbs, including grasses, appear to be correlated with periods of increased moisture in the steppe-desert, in conjunction with declining atmospheric pCO2 concentrations. Although a grass expansion at ~7 Ma in Central Asia appears linked with the global expansion of C3 grasses, it remains unknown whether these Central Asian grasses were C3 vegetation. Current data suggest the intriguing possibility that ecological radiations of C4 grasses could have occurred before that of C3 grasses in Central Asia, which is a reverse of the global pattern.

Future work should focus on an integration of palynological records, which give us a consistent picture of ecosystems through time, with macrobotanical fossils, molecular phylogenies, and C3/C4 abundance data (via phytoliths, carbon isotopes, and n-alkanes) from Cenozoic successions that are well constrained in time. This will enable a detailed reconstruction of the biotic and abiotic forces that have shaped steppe-desert evolution in Central Asia. Improving our understanding of previous regime shifts in the steppe-desert also reveals the resilience of this unique ecosystem to different environmental perturbations, which is relevant for quantifying the vulnerability of modern drylands in the face of climate change and land degradation (73).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Delineation of the study area
We follow classification and subdivision conventions outlined for the Palaearctic steppe biome by the recent syntheses of Wesche et al.
The biome can be subdivided chronologically-climatically into various steppe regions across Eurasia, which are united in all comprising extra-tropical, highly seasonal environments too dry to sustain significant growth of closed tall woody vegetation. The coldest, driest, and most seasonally extreme of these regions is located within the Central Asian continental interior and forms the focus of our study, spanning Mongolia, northern and western China, and western and central Tibet. The climate here is classified as cold arid steppe [Köppen climate BSk; (141)] and characterized by low precipitation and extreme seasonality, with the elevated Tibetan region being colder and slightly wetter than the Mongolian, northern and western Chinese regions that together comprise the unique Central Asian steppe-desert biome (1).

This is distinct from the “Middle Asian steppe” to the west (comprising southern Central Siberia, Kazakhstan, and the Irano-Turanian region), which receives predominant winter precipitation in contrast to the Central Asian summer rainfall regions of Mongolia and Tibet (1). It also excludes humid-semihumid eastern and southeastern parts of the Tibetan Plateau to the east of the modern 500-mm isoline of annual precipitation (11) that δ18O data show have received southerly, likely monsoonal moisture for the past 55 Ma (142). Today, these areas are vegetated by alpine meadow and forest, and palaeobotanical and palynological records show they have been dominated by broad-leaved and coniferous forest in the southeastern parts of the Tibetan Plateau to the east of the modern 500-mm isoline of annual precipitation (11) that δ18O data show have received southerly, likely monsoonal moisture for the past 55 Ma (142).

In our concept of the Central Asian steppe-desert biome, we include all of the various ecological-physiognomic steppe subtypes across the Central Asian steppe region. These include meadow-steppe, forest-steppe, alpine-steppe, and typical steppe, grading into semidesert and desert-steppes in the drier parts of southern Mongolia and northernwestern China. As steppe subtypes vary in the predominance of C3 grasses today (and presumably also have in the past), we deem it important to consider various steppe subtypes in attempting to understand fluctuations of grasses and other herbs within the region over long time scales. Furthermore, these steppe subtypes were included because of the regional nature of the palynological record, which would have preserved taxa from different environmental settings in any case.

**Sampled sections**

In our study, we focus on an extended “best record” from the Xining Basin in NE Tibet (eastern Central Asia) to understand ecosystem changes at one locality over the EOT as well as millions of years prior [the “best sections method”; (146)]. This approach avoids problems with temporal precision, accuracy of correlations, and local environmental change between different localities, all of which can confound true perceptions of changing diversity and underlying drivers on geological time scales. Although the best sections method is potentially limited in its ability to reflect a regional or global pattern, we complemented high-resolution local pollen data and carbonate growth temperatures with a regional compilation of independent well-dated (by means of palaeomagnetic and/or radioisotopic ages) mammalian faunal and pollen records from a restricted longitudinal gradient in Central Asia (Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and fig. S1) to explore large-scale vegetation trends in the steppe-desert biome through the Cenozoic. This synthesis provides additional support that ecosystem changes observed in NE Tibet can be extrapolated to the greater Central Asian steppe-desert region, but future studies on other independently dated reference sections should be carried out to further corroborate these trends.

**Pollen**

We collected pollen samples on fieldwork in NE Tibet and northeast of the Qaidam Basin [Dahonggou section; (68)] in the summers of 2016–2018, which were prepared according to standard palynological preparation methods. These data were integrated with other selected pollen records chosen for their extended length and independent age control (by means of palaeomagnetic and/or radioisotopic ages), to generate a composite Central Asian palynological dataset spanning 43 Ma (Fig. 5B) using Tilia 2.0 software (147). To do this, we selected individual records (fig. S1) across a restricted longitudinal gradient and considered sites within their palaeogeographic context, to more precisely identify forcing mechanisms of each ecological transition. Pollen taxa were assigned to ecological groups according to their growth habit, phylogenetic relationships, and/or environmental niche (table S1). Processing methods for each record were carefully compared and found to be equivalent, thus avoiding overrepresentation of any particular type in different records.

Constrained incremental sums of squares cluster analysis (CONISS) with stratigraphic constraints (148) was conducted on the palynological dataset (considering all individual taxa), using pollen percentage values with square root transformation (Edwards and Cavalli Sforza’s chord distance) to provide reference for pollen zonation. Results of the ordination are included as a dendrogram in fig. S1. We also performed a principal components analysis (PCA) of the palynological records to identify any structure in the data (fig. S3). A Holocene palynological dataset of the Qaidam Basin (149) was added as a recent reference pollen dataset to compare with older floral assemblages. In total, 95 palynological taxa were included in the PCA, but only taxa reaching 5% or higher in at least one sample were plotted (see table S5) to increase visibility of the figure. Both analyses were carried out in R (150).

To further confirm that we identified real trends of steppe-desert evolution through the Cenozoic, records were also compared omitting certain ecological groups (fig. S1B): wind-blowen bisaccates, localized aquatics and ferns, and unidentified taxa or those with multiple affinities. Consistency of the timing and nature of the shrub-to-herb turnover both with and without inclusion of the above groups further supports that the selected records reflect true changes in xerophytic shrubs, herbs, and grasses through time.

**Phylogenetic analyses**

We compiled and analyzed a mammalian fossil dataset from Central Asia, using all available publications of Central Asian mammalian fossils and from the Paleobiology Database (https://paleobiodb.org/#!/), to estimate origination and extinction rates through time at genus level. Analyses were performed in PyRate (151) using a reversible-jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) algorithm to estimate heterogeneity of origination and extinction rates through time. Analyses were run for 10,000,000 MCMC iterations and repeated over 10 replicated datasets, in which the ages of occurrences had been randomized within the respective stratigraphic ranges to account for dating uncertainty. Preservation rates were allowed to vary across geological epochs and across lineages using the time-variable Poisson process [TPP + Gamma model; (151)].

---


first 120% of iterations as burn-in and combining the output of the 10 replicates, we computed marginal origination and extinction rates through time as estimated by the RJMCMC algorithm. Net diversification rates were calculated as origination-extinction rates through time.

**Palaeogeographies**

We derived projections (WGS84) of palaeogeographic reconstructions at 60, 40, and 20 Ma [(46); https://map.paleoenvironment.eu/] from geodynamic rotation parameters in Atlantic Hotspot reference frame (153) and modified them according to a compilation of references (154–158). GPLates, GMT (Generic Mapping Tools), and QGIS (Quantum geographic information system) software were used to generate bathymetry (159) and coastlines (160) and to modify topo90 topography according to a broad compilation of references as well as geological (https://map.paleoenvironment.eu/) and palaeontological databases (www.paleobiodb.org/). These palaeogeographies formed the boundary conditions for climate simulations.

**Climate models**

We ran late Eocene and early Oligocene simulations using the Earth system model (ESM) IPSL-CM5A2. For a full description of boundary conditions and technical specifications of the model, see Tardif et al. (46). The ESM includes the LMDz5 atmospheric model, the ORCHIDEE land surface and vegetation model and the NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean, www.nemo-ocean.eu/) ocean and sea ice model. Atmosphere and ocean are coupled through the OASIS model. ORCHIDEE ensures appropriate routing of all freshwater runoff to the ocean. There is no lake module in this version of the model. Vegetation is simulated through 11 plant functional types (PFT): 8 forest PFTs (2 tropical, 3 temperate, and 3 boreal), 1 bare soil PFT, and 2 grass PFTs (C3 and C4). In our simulations, the C4 grass PFT is deactivated because expansion of C4 plants occurred later than the Oligocene.

The simulations were first run in a fully coupled mode with idealized fixed vegetation bands for 3000 years until the temperature of deep ocean layers reached quasi-equilibrium. Results were averaged over the last 100 years of each simulation and fed to the dynamic vegetation model (200-year runs) to retrieve PFT proportions and updated climatological values, averaged over the last 50 years. This procedure enabled us to quantify changes in MAT, MAP, bare soil, and conifer proportions of the vegetation composition across the EOT. We compared these model outputs with multiple geological climate proxies for the Xining Basin (coordinates: 39°N to 41°N and 97°E to 101°E).

We used a recent middle-late Eocene paleogeography with atmospheric pCO2 concentrations of 1120 ppm typical of middle Eocene values (46, 152). There are no prescribed ice sheets in our late Eocene experiments. The early Oligocene boundary conditions differ from that of the late Eocene because of the development of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (55, 161). To comprehensively model the climatic impacts of the Eocene–Oligocene glaciation, we prescribed a full ice sheet over Antarctica and lowered the mean sea level by 70 m in our early Oligocene simulations. In addition, atmospheric pCO2 concentrations were reduced to 560 ppm (56). In particular, the lower sea level leads to the retreat of the proto-Paratethys Sea. Solar constant was reduced to 1360.19 W m−2 in both the late Eocene and early Oligocene simulations, and orbital parameters were fixed at present day values.

**Modern ecoregion analogs**

We used NDVI models of modern Asian deserts (Fig. 5D and tables S3 and S4) as analogs to illustrate the three Cenozoic phases of the Central Asian steppe-desert, each of which is characterized by broadly similar depositional environments and dominant plant taxa to its ancient counterpart. NDVI values were used to indicate plant health and phenology, spatial density distributions, and productivity and biomass of ecosystems by measuring differences between near-infrared (NIR; which vegetation strongly reflects) and red light (which vegetation absorbs). Using the formula \( \text{NDVI} = \frac{(\text{NIR} – \text{Red})}{(\text{NIR} + \text{Red})} \) generates a value between −1 and +1. Areas of barren rock, sand, or snow usually show very low NDVI values (0.1 or less). Sparse vegetation, e.g., shrubs/grasslands/senescing crops, result in moderate NDVI values (approximately 0.2 to 0.5). High NDVI values (approximately 0.6 to 0.9) correspond to dense vegetation such as that found in temperate and tropical forests or crops at their peak growth stage. We used the Operational Land Imager (OLI), a remote sensing instrument onboard Landsat 8, to image three types of desert over the plant growing season. Images were downloaded from the U.S. Geological Survey website (http://glovis.usgs.gov) and preprocessed (including atmospheric and radiation correction) using the ERDAS (Earth Resources Data Analysis System) 2013 software package, and band5 (NIR) and band4 (Red) reflectance data were used to calculate NDVI values.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/6/41/eabb8227/DC1
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